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Practical: Hydraulics of Culverts 
1. AIM 
The main purpose of this practical is to understand the hydraulic engineering of culverts and to compare the 
differences between the hydraulic performances of two different types of culverts carrying the same flow 
rate: a box culvert (standard culvert) and a minimum-energy-loss culvert (MEL culvert). The practical will 
be supported by a number of references including an audio-visual technical documentary (APELT 1994). 
 
 
2. INTRODUCTION TO CULVERTS 
2.1 Presentation 
Culverts are commonly used to carry stormwater flows under road (or railway) embankments. They are 
designed to pass a specific flood flow rate which is associated with an acceptable natural flood level at the 
site. 
[For all hydraulic models of culverts in the AEB Hydraulics Laboratory, the model-scale design flow rate is 
Q = 10 L/s, for which the tailwater depth is known to be dtw = 38 mm.] 
Basic design calculations are based upon the assumptions of free-surface flow and critical flow conditions in 
the barrel, to maximise the discharge per unit width at the throat. However a culvert might operate also full 
depending upon the flow rate and tailwater conditions. 
If, at the design flow rate, the culvert's energy loss exceeds the natural energy loss, the uniform equilibrium 
flow (i.e. normal flow) will be disturbed, and the free-surface elevation in the upstream flood plain may be 
significantly higher than tailwater flow conditions. The difference between the upstream free-surface 
elevation and the natural tailwater level (i.e. water level in absence of culvert) is called the afflux. Large 
afflux may (a) cause extensive flood damage to upstream properties, and/or (b) cause the embankment itself 
to have to be raised (which may be expensive, particularly for long embankments). 
 
2.2 Standard (box) culverts 
A standard culvert is designed to pass waters at a minimum cost without much consideration of the head loss. 
The culvert flow may exhibit various flow patterns depending upon the discharge, the upstream head above 
the inlet invert (H1 - zinlet), the uniform equilibrium flow depth in the barrel do, the barrel invert slope , the 
tailwater depth dtw, and the culvert height D (CHANSON 2004, pp. 440-454). 
The flow patterns may be regrouped into two classes : 
 Class I for free-surface inlet flow conditions, and  
 Class II for submerged entrance. 
Free-surface inlet flows [Class I] take place typically for : 
 1 inletH z 1.2D
    
In each class, the flow patterns can be sub-divided in terms of the control location : i.e., whether the 
hydraulic control is located at the entrance (i.e. inlet control) or at the outlet (i.e. outlet control) (CHANSON 




Minimum Energy Loss culverts 
A Minimum Energy Loss culvert is a structure designed with the concept of minimum head loss. The flow in 
the approach channel is contracted through a streamlined inlet into the barrel where the channel width is 
minimum, and then it is expanded in a streamlined outlet before being finally released into the downstream 
natural channel. Both the inlet and outlet must be streamlined to avoid significant form losses. The barrel 
invert is sometimes lowered to increase the discharge capacity. APELT (1983) presented an authoritative 
review of the topic. 
The basic concepts of MEL culvert design are: (1) streamlining and (2) critical flow conditions throughout 
all the culvert (inlet, barrel and outlet) (CHANSON 2004, pp. 454-471). 
Streamlining : the intake is designed with a smooth contraction into the barrel while the outlet (or diffuser) is 
shaped as a smooth expansion back to the natural channel. 
Critical flow conditions : as, in an open channel, maximum discharge per unit width for a given specific 
energy is achieved at critical flow conditions, Minimum Energy Loss structures are designed to achieve 
critical flow conditions IN ALL THE ENGINEERED WATER WATERWAY : i.e., in the inlet, at the throat (or 
barrel) and in the outlet. (At the throat, the discharge per unit width q is maximum and it may be increased 
by lowering the barrel bed.) 
 
Discussion 
Because of their simpler geometry, standard (box) culverts usually cost much less than MEL culverts 
(APELT 1983). However the energy loss, and hence afflux, of a standard culvert is usually much higher than 
for a MEL culvert of equal flow capacity (APELT 1983, CHANSON 2004). If the flow rate through a box 
culvert is reduced until its afflux is equal to that of the fully flowing MEL culvert, the ratio of the flow rates 
gives the number of required parallel box culverts needed to match the single MEL culvert's performance in 
terms of both total flow rate and afflux. It is not obvious which combination would then yield the most 
economical solution. 
For a culvert, design flow conditions will be a rare occurrence. When observing the performance of model 
culverts, off-peak conditions may be just as important to study as the design flood. [The Clare Weir on the 
Burdekin River in North Queensland failed at a flow rate much less than that for which it was "designed": 
the failure was caused by downstream undermining. In 2013, the Paradise Dam stilling basin failed at flow 




The AEB Hydraulics Laboratory at the University of Queensland hosts a series of 3 complex open channel 
structures, nominally 8 m long (width 1 m), is supplied with water from the low-level reservoir via a black-
handled valve mounted just above the head tank at the upstream end. Flow first enters a box-culvert model 
channel (0.2 m deep and about 3 m long), and then passes into a MEL-culvert model channel (0.2 m deep 
and about 5 m long). 
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In the standard box-culvert channel, a trapezoidal embankment separates the upstream pool from the 
downstream pool, and flow passes through this embankment via a horizontal duct called barrel (or throat) of 
rectangular cross-section (0.15 m wide, 0.107 m high and 0.50 m long). At the entrance to the culvert, flow is 
guided into the barrel by "wing walls" angled at 45 degrees in plan and 0.3235 m long, and a symmetric 
arrangement guides the downstream expanding flow (at the outlet). 
In the MEL-culvert flume, the same flow passes through a culvert with curved wing-walls and a lowered 
barrel floor. The barrel length is 0.60 m, but the width is only 0.10 m, maximum depth is about 0.17 m, and 
the bottom is 0.124 m lower than the upstream channel bed. The upstream wing walls are circular in plan 
(tangent to the barrel). The outlet wing walls are nearly straight (except for short transitions) and they 
diverge at a much smaller angle than the box culvert. 
Note : From a top view, a MEL culvert sidewalls follow usually the shape of a Venturi meter (CHANSON 
2004, pp. 467-469). See also the video movie by APELT (1994). 
Water depths are recorded with glass manometers upstream of both culvert models, and also downstream of 
each (at representative locations). Water surface elevations in the MEL culvert are measured by means of 
pointer gauges mounted on rails parallel to the mean longitudinal bed slope : the channel floors of both 
culvert channels are slightly sloped to represent the natural channel conditions (i.e.: So = 0.0035 in box 
culvert model). 
Culvert flow rates are measured by means of an orifice-meter connected to a pressurised air-water 
manometer, with a calibration chart. 
At the downstream end of each channel, a geared or screw-operated gate acts as a control gate for raising the 




4.1 At least 1 week before the scheduled practical quiz, read the current document and all the relevant 
references (section 6). 
 
4.2 Watch the video movie on culvert hydraulics at {https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:734964}. 
 
4.3 For the design flow rate (Q = 10 L/s), calculate the critical flow depths in both model culvert barrels 
(described in section 3). 
 








APELT: C.J. APELT is an Emeritus Professor in civil engineering at the University of Queensland 
(Australia). 
Critical flow conditions: In open channel flows, the flow conditions such as the specific energy (of the mean 
flow) is minimum are called the critical flow conditions. With commonly-used Froude number 
definitions, the critical flow conditions occur for Fr = 1. If the flow is critical, small changes in specific 
energy cause large changes in flow depth. In practice, critical flow over a long reach of channel is 
unstable. 
McKAY: Professor Gordon M. McKAY (1913-1989) was Professor in Civil Engineering at the University of 
Queensland. 
Specific energy: quantity proportional to the energy per unit mass, measured with the channel bottom as the 
elevation datum, and expressed in metres of water. The concept of specific energy, first developed by 
B.A. BAKHMETEFF in 1912, is commonly used in open channel flows. 
Streamline: is the line drawn so that the velocity vector is always tangential to it (i.e. no flow across a 
streamline). When the streamlines converge the velocity increases. The concept of streamline was first 
introduced by the Frenchman J.C. de BORDA. 
Total head: The total head is proportional to the total energy per unit mass and per gravity unit. It is 
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